METAL
UNIQUE HAND-FINISHED TILES
Add stunning opulence to your interiors

YOUR WALL AND
CEILING EXPERTS
Saving you time, money and worry.

LEAVE IT TO US
We're experts at what we do so you're in safe hands. Walls
and ceilings can be surprisingly complex. Rely on us to look
after all the details - saving you time, money and worry.

>

We work with you to develop bespoke ideas and solve design
challenges to create stunning results for your special interior.

>

We love what we do! We are passionate about Making Spaces
Matter – and we have fun while we do it.

>

Despatching nationwide - and beyond - from our HQ and factory
in Cornwall, we ensure reliable response times and delivery.

>

For complex solutions, our in-house CAD capabilities enable
us to 3D model complex ceilings and walls to ensure precise
interface with support work and other elements, helping your
project run smoothly.

>

EXCEPTIONAL WALL AND CEILING
SYSTEMS, DESIGNED AND BUILT BY US,
WITH PASSION, SKILL AND DEDICATION
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We use our technical expertise to incorporate access
requirements and service integrations to best effect - whether by
fully accessible systems or specific purpose-made access hatches.

>

Whether your project requires a simple panel layout or a
detailed drawing package (setting out drawings, installation
sequence and critical detailing), our experienced draftsmen will
look after it all.

>

For technically demanding projects, you are assigned one of our
dedicated Project Leaders. Their role is to liaise with you and our
production team, bringing your design to life.

>

Your Project Leader will guide you through the process from
inital order, through drawings approval and will provide support
and advice for your installation - we’re here to help you every
step of the way.

"The service and help we
had from the team at Vtec
was first class. Everyone I
spoke to was very helpful
and the project ran
smoothly... I am very happy
with the end result."
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CREATE THE MOOD
GREAT CREATIVE SCOPE
AND VISUAL IMPACT
Enhanced atmosphere leads to increased
footfall, longer dwell time and higher
revenue. Visual impact is essential when
enhancing the atmosphere, so selecting
the right wall finish can make the vital
difference to achieving your return on
investment. That is where we can help.

IMPRESSIVE FEATURES
Visually exceptional, creating
an individual look - ideal for
features, like this bar front.

STUNNING WALLS
The real beauty of these
tiles is in their imperfections,
creating a truly impactful
feature wall.

ADAPTABLE DESIGN
Different sized tiles for
excellent creative scope and
visual impact.

EXCELLENT INTEGRATION
Metal combines well with
other texture panels - like
London Brick - and design
elements in your space.

Vtec Metal tiles are hand finished
to obtain unique patina and colour
variations, designed to create opulent
atmospheres in a variety of moods.

QUICK INSTALLATION
Quick and easy to install,
for a truly stunning finish.
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LIGHTWEIGHT TILES
Thin and lightweight. No
need for structural support,
saving time and cost.

UNIQUE PATINA
Hand finished to obtain
unique patina and colour
variations, so every tile is
different.

FIRE RESISTANT
Naturally fire retardant and
durable metal tiles. Euroclass
A.
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INTRODUCING METAL
Metal tiles are hand-finished and easy to
install, helping you to create a luxurious
and unique space quickly.
>

Hand-finished so every tile is different

>

Quick and easy to install

>

12 stunning designs, providing great
choice for transforming your space.

>

Available in matt or gloss finish.

>

Produced in variety of sizes to suit
your requirements

> Durable polyurethane
coating for UV resistance and
anti-corrosion properties.

THIN,
LIGHTWEIGHT
AND QUICK TO
INSTALL
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HAND-FINISHED
SO EVERY TILE IS
DIFFERENT, CREATING A
TRULY UNIQUE SPACE
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BENEFITS OF
METAL TILES

STUNNING LOOK AND FEEL

DESIGN FLEXIBILITY

ADD A TOUCH OF LUXURY AND
ENHANCE YOUR SPACE

EXCELLENT CREATIVE SCOPE

EASY INSTALLATION

The range of styles and standard tile sizes provide
excellent creative potential. Combine different
sizes to make simple, unique feature walls.

Metal Tiles are easy to install and the perfect way
to enhance your space.

Vtec’s Metal range includes 12 stunning finishes from bronze and copper to zinc and steel.
Our most popular finish is Gloss (although they
are also available in Matt should you prefer) and
the tiles can be produced in a variety of sizes to
suit your requirements.
Each tile is hand finished to obtain unique patina
and colour variations. Every tile is different. The
real beauty of these tiles is in their imperfections,
creating a unique and stunning finish.
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Tiles can be cut to shape and installed around
curved surfaces with ease.
Tiles are coated with a durable polyurethane
coating, which gives them UV resistance and
anti-corrosion properties.

QUICK TO INSTALL

Tiles are designed to be adhered to a dry, clean
smooth surface.
They are quick to install, creating a seamless finish
even on large walls.
Simply adhere to the substrate using either self
adhesive double-sided foam tape or a suitable
commercial adhesive.
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SPECIFYING
CORK TILES

SPECIFYING METAL

1 SELECT STYLE
2 SELECT SIZE
1 SELECT STYLE
3 SELECT FR CLASS
2 CONFIRM COVERAGE
3 sPECIFICATION WORDING 4 SPECIFICATION WORDING
5 	select INSTALLATION METHOD
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Vtec LONDON BRICK 6
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1

SELECT STYLE

Choose from 12 stunning Metal finishes

Verdigris 10 - Brass

Verdigris 11 - Brass

Verdigris 20 - Copper

Patina 40 - Copper

Patina 41 - Copper

Patina 42 - Copper

Verdigris 21 - Copper

Patina 30 - Brass

Patina 31 - Brass

Aged 60 - Zinc

Aged 61 - Zinc

Rust 50 - Steel

Please note that Vtec Metal Tiles are produced with natural materials and hand finishes, therefore no two panels are identical
Vtec
11BRICK 9
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Vtec LONDON
BRICK 14

2

SELECT SIZE

3

Metal tiles are available in a variety of sizes.
Select the size or sizes to suit your design.

EUROCLASS A
Metal tiles have inherent fire resistance.

AVAILABLE SIZES
240 x 240 mm
240 x 490 mm
490 x 490 mm
490 x 1000 mm
190 x 1000 mm
Please contact us for bespoke requirements.

4

SPECIFICATION WORDING

Specifying Vtec Metal Tiles is simple. Please copy the
specification wording below:

TECHNICAL DATA
Approximate weights and tile thickness are as follows:

WEIGHT

THICKNESS

COPPER

4.5 kg per m2

0.5 mm

BRASS

4.3 kg per m

0.5 mm

ZINC

4 kg per m

0.5 mm

STEEL

8 kg per m

1 mm
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SELECT FR CLASS

2

2
2

Metal Tiles [insert your preferred style and finish here,
eg. Verdigris 20 - Copper] for internal use. Tiles to be
manufactured in FR grade Class D3 to BS 476 : Part
7, from Vtec Group Ltd, Unit 3, Cooksland Industrial
Estate, Bodmin, Cornwall PL31 2QB. T: 03307 00 00 30
www.vtecgroup.co.uk.
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HANDLING, CUTTING AND INSTALLATION ADVICE

Take care when handling tiles to avoid damaging them,
especially at the corners and edges.
Decide on the best layout for your tiles, considering
how the tiles relate to each other. Move and rotate
them until satisfied with the visual effect achieved.
When cutting, take care to protect the tiles and all
nearby surfaces from sparks or cutting swarf etc. Cut
accurately to the marks or use a template guide.
Vtec Metal Tiles are designed to be adhered to a dry,
clean smooth surface with self adhesive double-sided
foam tape or a suitable commercial glue.

Please refer to our installation guide for full details.

USING TAPE: Press the tape uniformly onto the rear
of the tile. Apply 25-50mm in from the edges of the
tile, and then strips in between at 250mm centres. To
adhere, remove the tape backing and press the tile
carefully onto the wall, applying gentle pressure until
the tape is adhered.
USING CARTRIDGE ADHESIVE: Mark the location
of the joints on the wall. Apply the cartridge adhesive
to the wall in zig-zag beads, approx. 100mm apart.
Apply gentle pressure until the adhesive has “grabbed“.
Support the panel while the adhesive sets eg. with
double sided tape and/or manually.

For full details, please refer to the Metal Installation Guide or contact our Technical Team on 03307 00 00 30.
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STYLISH WORKPLACE FOR
HIGH-TECH COMPANY
This recent project is a great example
of how a clever mix of colours, shapes
and textures can be used to create a
comfortable and stylish workspace.
The subtle colour scheme
incorporated accents of bright yellow
and shades of teal.
The distinctive looks of Copper Patina
Tiles and London Brick Dark Grey
were used to dress the breakout area
of this fantastic office, helping to
demarcate the space.

Copper tiles in Patina 42 are
designed to stand out and create a
focal point.
Warm hues of Copper added a
lot of interest to the space and
created a very welcoming, inviting
atmosphere – perfect for a lunch
break or a quick catch up with a
colleague over a cup of coffee.
London Brick panels from our
Texture Range are great for creating
a less formal, relaxed atmosphere.
They combine well with Metal Tiles
and other materials and colours
without being too overpowering.
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STUNNING FEATURE WALL IN
OFFICE FIT-OUT
THE BRIEF

END RESULTS

This recent office fit out for a young
and fast-growing software company
targeting small businesses needed
to be functional but also reflect their
dynamic company identity.

These fantastic Verdigris Brass tiles
with rich, jewel tones are perfect if
you are looking to create an impact
and add another dimension to your
interiors.

Spacious and modern, it includes a
chill-out corner with soft furnishing
and a striking feature wall.

Easily cut on site and simply
adhered to the required surface,
these tiles instantaneously
transform the space.

The design team chose to use Vtec
Metal tiles in Verdigris Brass for the
new kitchen and dining area.
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METAL CURVED BAR IN
REDEVELOPMENT PROJECT
THE BRIEF

END RESULTS

This redevelopment project of a
Mayfair premises. converted into
prestigious serviced offices with
stunning communal areas benefitting
from ample daylight from the atria.

The tiles were cut to size and
installed on site. Instead of making
a joint in the corner, the contractors
cleverly bent the tiles to hug it,
creating a pattern flow.

The emphasis was made on
luxurious finishes and furniture for a
sophisticated scheme. Vtec’s Metal
Verdigris 21 tiles was the ideal choice.

Easy to work with, these tiles can be
easily curved and cut on site to fit
almost any shape.

Highly decorative, our unique,
patinated metal copper tiles
contrasted perfectly with the white
and neutral tones elsewhere.

Timely delivery and quick
installation helped the designers to
complete this project in a very short
time frame.
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vtecgroup.co.uk
Contact our technical team to discuss your
application, samples or other questions.
We’re here to help.

London Showroom The Design Hub, Clerkenwell,
47 Gee Street, London, EC1V 3RS
Head Office and Manufacturing Vtec Group Ltd, Unit 3
Cooksland Industrial Estate, Bodmin, Cornwall, PL31 2QB
Call
Email
Visit

03307 00 00 30
sales@vtecgroup.co.uk
vtecgroup.co.uk

